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A launch vehicle has been investigated for the Solar Power
Satellite System (SPS). The technology level assumed for
sizing was that predicted for 1995. The candidate concept
designated EDIN0621B is a two stage, winged, series burn
vehicle capable of delivering an one million pound payload
to low earth orbit.
The mission profile for launch vehicle sizing was an unmanned
due east launch from a latitude of -5.3 degrees and the payload
was delivered to a 50 X 270 nautical mile orbit. A propulsion
system was sized to provide payload circularization - at apogee.
Any docking, rendezvous or additional Delta V requirements were
assumed to be integral to the payload.
The EDIN0621.B concept used LOX/C 3H 8 booster engines and uprated
Shuttle System main engines in the upper stage. The propulsion
system characteristics were uprated to a 1995 technology level.
Gross liftoff weight of the baseline vehicle was 18,367,853
pounds. The booster stage required thirteen engines; the
upper stage required seven. The vehicle was designed to a
liftoff thrust to weight ratio of 1.3.
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The objective of this study designated EDIN0621B was to define
a candidate heavy lift launch vehicle for the Solar Power
Satellite System. Each solar power satellite has been estimated
to weigh nearly 200,000,000 pounds in geosynchronous earth
orbit, and thus would require the launch vehicle fleet to
deliver close to 500,000,000 pounds to a low earth assemble
orbit for each power satellite.
The mission profile for launch vehicle sizing was an unmanned
launch from a latitude of -5.3 degrees to an elliptical earth
orbit. The launch vehicle injected the payload into a 50 X
270 nautical mile orbit; the orbit injection point was near
the 50 nm perigee. After injection, the payload was separated
from the upper stage payload bay. The payload was then placed
into a circular orbit at 270 nm apogee by a propulsion system
in the payload. Payload at 270 nm circular was 1,000,000 pounds.
The second stage of the launch vehicle would reenter the earths
atmosphere at an altitude of 900,000 feet after one orbit. The
mission profile required that each spent stage be returned to
launch site for reuse.
The EDIN062B concept was sized based on a predicated technology
level expected for the year 1995. In addition, twenty percent
of the first dry weight and ten percent of the vehicles second
stage dry weight was established for growth allowance. The
configuration investigated was a two stage series burn vehicle.
Recovery system_was.a non-powered winged flyback for both stages.
A three degree of freedom launch trajectory program was used
to simulate vehicle flight for the configuration. The analysis
program optimized the launch vehicle tilt profile and exo-
atmospheric portion of the flight. A parametric study of wing-
ed configurations was made prior to the study.
A base line launch vehicle is defined in this report. It is a
two stage tandem configuration series burn, winged vehicle with
a payload capability of 1,000,000 pound to the target orbit.
Vehicle gross liftoff weight is 18,367,853 pounds and the thrust
to weight at liftoff is 1.3. The booster is a heat sink non-
powered flyback stage that required thirteen LOX/C 3H 8 high chamber
pressure engines for boost. Landing speed for both the booster
and second stage is 250-knots. The second stage is powered by
seven uprated shuttle type main engines and its wings were sized
to permit unpowered glide back to the launch site after one orbit.
Main propulsion systems for both stages were uprated in perform-
ance characteristics to that considered feasible for a 1995 time

































The following tables provide a summary of weights and sizing






STAGE i LIFTOFF WEIGHT
INERT WEIU3HT
MAIN PROPELLANT WEIGHT















The envisioned scope of the Solar Power Satellite System
indicates that an operational power generating satellite will
weigh about 200,000,000 pounds. The synthesis of such a massive
satellite at geosynchronous altitude would require the delivery
of close to 500,000,000 pounds to low earth orbit. Since most
SPS scenarios call for the assembly of up to four operational
satellites per year, the number of earth launches is several
hundred per year, and launch vehicle payloads of one million
pounds are required.
The transportation system necessary for the implementation of
the SPS would require "heavy lift" launch vehicles (HHLV's) to
be dedicated, designed and developed specifically for the SPS
mission. In addition, the high launch rate required by the
SPS program in some measure dictates the desired characteristics
of a launch vehicle; for example, vehicle lifetime, the extent
of ,reusability and operational mode would have a direct bearing
on total program costs. This report is part of a parametric
study to define viable vehicle concepts to support SPS.
MISSION DATA
The mission performance requirements and data used for sizing and
performance are listed below and illustrated in figure 1.
Launch Site = -5.3 degrees latitude (due east launch).
Payload	 = One million pounds to 50 x 270 nm orbit.
Orbit Inclination	 = 5.3 degrees.
Injection Gamma	 = .149 degrees.
Injection Velocity 	 26148.6 ft./sec.
Injection Altitude	 = 306787 ft.
Stage 1 Reentry Profile = Nonpowered glide to downrange
landing site.
Stage 2 Reentry Profile = Nonpowered glide to booster land-
ing site after one orbit.
CONFIGURATION CONSTRAINTS
Most of the vehicle configuration specifications and constraints
are a result of previous studies. The more influential constraints
are listed below:









































































2. Payload density is 30 lbs. per cu. ft.
3. Payload bay sized for platform and aerodynamic shroud.
4. Length to diameter ratio for stage 1 is 3.5.
5. Stage 2 has RSI for reentry protection.
6. LOX/LH 2 stage 2 propulsion.
7. Stage 1 is a heat sink booster.
S. LOX/C 3HS stage 1 propulsion.
9. Interstage is a stage 1 retractable component.
10. Integral load carrying tanks with common bulkhead.
11. X-15 type skids assumed for stages 1 and 2.
12. Wings sized for a landing speed of 250 knots.
13. Technology level assumed for weight estimates corresponds
to shuttle less 25%.
SYSTEM PERFORMANCE GROUND RULES
During the sizing of the vehicle, it was necessary to set ground
rules pertaining to system performance, steering logic, flight
constraints, contingency, etc. The more influential sizing
ground rules are listed below:
1. Series burn tandem launch configuration.
2. Design lift-off thrust to weight ratio is 1.3.
3. Maximum load factor is 4 g's.
4. Patrick Air Force Base atmosphere is used.
5. Load factor is limited by engine throttling to 4 g's.
6. First stage des?,gn reserve is 20 percent of dry weight.
7. Second stage design reserve is 10 percent of dry weight.
ANALYSIS
In an effort to formulate a dedicated study to investigate
viable candidate launch vehicles for the SPS program, several
conceptual designs have been studied. The EDIN project under
the direction of Mr. Robert W. Abel, Engineering Analysis










Mass fraction analysis of two stage





Mass fraction analysis of two stage
ballistics and two stage winged powered




Sizing and performance study of two r
stage winged vehicle. First stage heat
sink,LOX/LH2, airbreathing engines for





Sizing and performance study of two
stage winged vehicle. First stage heat
sink LOX/RP-1, airbreathing engines for
flyback. Second stage LOX/LH2 glide-
back reentry (Baseline).
EDIN0607B-2	 Same as EDIN0607B-1 with improved weight
estimating relationships and the addition




Same as EDIN0613B-1 with improved weight
estimating relationships and the addition
of design reserve contingency.
EDIN0613B-3	 Same as EDIN0613B-2 with improved WER's
and propulsion data.
EDIN0613P-1	 Sizing and performance study of two
stage winged vehicle. First stage heat
sink LOX/C H 8 , airbreathing engines for
flyback. Kcond stage, LOX/LH2 glide-
back reentry.
EDIN0613P-2	 Same as EDIN0613P-1 with improved WER's.
EDIN0620
	
	 Sizing and performance study of two staged
winged vehicle. First stage heat sink
LOX/C 3H 8 , glideback. Second stage, LOX/LH2,












	 Same as EDIN0620 with updated WER's to
reflect a configuration change to a tan-
dem launch.
EDIN0621A	 Same as EDIN'0621 with updated WER's.
EDIN0621B RESULTS
The following sections provide a summary of results from the
sizing and performance study designated EDINO621B. Detailed
specifications and results including computer listings of the
procedures and programs used for the sizing and performance
analysis are available in reference 1.
Stage 1 Weight Statement
AERODYNAMIC	 SURFACES .	 76431.
WING 68397.
HEAT	 SINK	 PENALTY	 ('WING) U.
HORIZONTAL	 STABILIZER 1909.
HEAT	 SINK	 PENALTY	 (STAB) 1935.
BODY	 STRUCTURE 278562.
LNLEGRAL_LC.X—iA.N.K_—_—...__._______
HEAT	 SINK	 PENALTY	 (LOX) U.
INTEGRAL FUEL	 TANK 41176.
HEAT	 SINK	 PENALTY	 (FL) 0.


















ORIENTATION, CONT40LS C SEPARATION



































































BOOSTER t.EIGHT AT STAGIKG	 1034930.
._..- ._.-.--.-..._--._....--..._.--_--........._----..._--------------- ----
ENTRY a E IGHT (ATIOSPH C R IC INTERFACE)	 103057-0.
-----
 ---------- - --------------- - ------ I -------------- ---- -------
d00STER LANDING WEIGHT	 3972.18.
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INTEGRAL LOX TANK	 23789.
IN TEGRAL U	 TANK	 b25 ^^
~~	 RUS-T
	
UGT-UP 	 ^~~~	 17406°-
P AYLO BAY STRUCTURE	 45309"









TPS UPPER	 SURFACE 7JO7^
--	 '---T- S`^L,GW-ER-'3U-RFXCC---- 5355s°-
MISCELLANEOUS L.
LAUNC
	 Y	 SYSTEM 199,2^
LAUNCH AK 1663.
_	 E4-l'. 17719+-
PRO15 UL S I ON 1204Z1"
MAIN	 ENGINES 81296^









ACS 1112 b 











DRY	 uEI6 4	 Z22	 ^










T RAPPED	 GASSES 266t>^
TRAPPLO	 OXIDIZER 7348,
--TP A.Pg EO_F-UCL' 5240°














































WEIGHT	 PERCENTAGES	 - BASED	 ON LIFTOFF	 WEIGHT IX)
---------------------------------------------------------------
AERODYNAMIC	 SURFACES .9584





__^0.RSEILCLTIONLCIDLTROLS.IiEPEfc I.ICC1. 	 _-.	 __._-_ _	 .65h5_
AV-IONICS .1076
ELECTRICAL	 POWER	 SYSTEM .0647




MAIN P' P ELLANTS 3.6.3508
TiAPPt	 6- DOPELLAN-LS-----.	 ---__-. _.. .5744_




	 - BASED	 ON	 EMPTY	 WEICHT :	 (k)
-.--.'-----.------------- -------------- - --------------------------
—.__-	 AER.O.DYN.A11.LC—SU.R.EACES ---- --------- .._
	 _____.. _	 ._... 8.21t1--	 -
BODY	 STRUCTURE 37.3308
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION 11.2394




ELECTRICAL	 PO4ER	 SYSTEM .5558
HYDRAULIC	 E	 PNEUMATIC
	 SYSTEM .6364




Stage 1 Geometric Characteristics
FU
SELAGE:
TOTAL	 LENGTH	 (FT) 171.8
_.__.-.S.TAaE -01A	 E-T.ER---CF-T1---___.-_ 	 __	 __.	 _	 _ ._. 49.2.
LENGTH/DIAMETL•'R	 RATIO 3.50





FUEL	 TANK	 LENGTH	 (FT) 56.8
TOTAL	 TANK	 VOLUME
	 INCL	 ULLAGE 1986u5.
LOX	 TANK	 VOLUME 123735.
_.-_FU.EL..TANK_.V-O.LJME_..--_ 	 __,_._ .__.	 __ _. . _	 _ _	 .. 7.4.87u.
WING:






_	 a I.^iG-SPA.	 IF_L) ----169.6__ .
STRUCTURAL
	 WING	 SPAN	 (FT) 169.6
ROOT	 CH0kD	 (FT) Z7.9
THEORETICAL	 ROOT	 THICKNESS	 (FT) 3.4







SWEEP	 OF	 FILLET	 (DEG) .0
---------LE-A.D-LNG -EDGE SWEEP---LUCG-1. -- _ _ .. 	 .. - _	 __ _	 _-	 _.	 _.. _  _	 23...4
















	 TAIL	 AREA	 (SG	 FT) 867.0
_HO.R-IZONTAL-STABILI.'ER:-
HORIZONTAL	 STABILIZER	 AREA	 (SO	 FT) 355.5
Stage 2 Geometric Characteristics
FUSELAGE:
TOTAL	 LENGTH	 (FT) 197.3
STAGE	 DIAMETER	 (FT) 49.2
-----L-E-NG-T•H%D-IAME-iF:-r RADIO
-----	 --	 --
_	 _	 _ 4.02






DENSITY	 (LB/CU	 FT) 30.6
-	 -60-X-T-ANK-L-E'tG'FH-(-F-T-1----- --.__3.7.,7




LOX	 TANK	 VOLUIIE 49561.
1358.9-1.-_
WING%
WING	 AkEA	 (SO	 FT) 2u7L.2
WING	 LOADING	 (LBS/SQ	 FT) 2EL.5
9-I-NZ-S P-A-4-(-F T )	 ---- ---..__ _ -	 --_. _ _	 _ _ _	 _	 _ _ _ 1 25 .7	 -
STRUCTURAL	 WING	 SPAN 137.4
ROOT	 CHORD	 (FT) 21.4






SWEEP	 OF	 FILLET	 (DEG) 3-.0
---------LEAD.I-NG- EDGE -SW-EEP...( DEG 1	 _--__	 __._ 2.^ .4















TAIL	 AREA	 (SO	 FT) 882.7
H^}RI Z-CNT1b-STAB-I-LT «R:	 _






















Center of Gravity Data
Upper Stage Dry C.G.:
-FikLNG.^.WT= __3.&ZN.6_._6	 _-X,CZ- .2-31	 66-- _.YCG.=. XLz ...	 1..0.0. -__ _. _-.
BVERT WT= 4274.3 XCG= 193.33 YCO= .OU ZCG=
BHORZ WT= 677.4 XCG= 41.76 YCG= .00 ZCG=
29:7040 .
BSKIRT WT= 34718.4 XCG= 182.70 YCG= .OG ZCG= .00
__.B.LNEU.7w.L=._-__6.2-5.0-9--A -XCG.=-_111 «1.5.__ -YCG= .Dfi
	 ._.LCG= .OD
BINOXT WT= 23789.5 XCG= 65.18 YCG= .al ZCG= 000B THRST WT= 17404.7 XCG= 155.64 YCG= .00 'ZCG= .GO
BNOST WT= 56669.5 XCG= 27.80 YCG= .OG ZCG= .00
--BSLGSL^.<LL=^
	 0 X CG.=.---.__.-UD YCG_=. _ .ai1.___ ZCO=._ ._	 .GO._._	 _...-
SSECST WT= 2926.4 XCQ= 66.66 YCG= .CG ZC(i= or




BENGMT WT= 609.7 XCG= 176.46 YCG= .Oil ZCG= .00SHED WT= 7926.3 XCG= 69.13 YCG= .00 ZCG= .00
BPRSYS WT= 21023.3 XCG= 66.66 Ycc, .00 ZCG= .00
_BIiEAL_ wT=	 g^^3 . I XCG 15 i..64 -Y( fi.-__--SOU ZCG=..--_.--.GO-_
BSTAB W T= 11184.7 XCG= 176.46 YCG= .00 ZCG= .UCSACS WT= 11124.9 XCG= 98.b4 YCG= .CU ZCG= .00
BACSTK WT= 1272.4 XCG= 46.33 YCG= .00 ZCG= .GO
-°AER0	 1%-L - 	 18.12..1,-_XCa YCG=..--- _ ..00.-__ZCG.= --..00 _ w-
BSEP WT= 2494.9 XCG- 138.C9 YCG= .00 ZCG= .00
BAVION WT = 4907.1 XCG= 46.33 YCG= .CU ZCG= .00SPOWER WT= 2948.1 XCG= 138. u9 YCG= .OU ZCG= .DO
--BH_YCA.D..__ w.1-=-_ 33..7.5.6-_ XCG= 1-38-.09 YCG 'ZCG= .00
BLONT WT= 48222.1 XCG= 121.5 YCG= .UG ZCG=
--
.GC
PAYLD WT= 1051923.0 XCG= 23.1 YCG= .OL ECG= .00
DRYORB WT= 1582365.5 XCG= 56.28 YCG= .Ou ZCG= .08
Upper Stage Wet C.G.:
BOTK WT=	 34^43204U.0 XCG= 65.1E YCG= .00 LCG= .UO
SFTK wT=	 576027.9 X(.G= 111.15 YCG= .03 ZCG= .00
9AXACS WT=	 74811.8 XCG= 46.33 YCG= .CG -CG= .GO
-BEG_LP--1? - -1-7.6..x6-- --YC&: 	 - .aG_ . ZCL=	 _ -	 .LO._
8GASPR wT=	 2662.1 XCG= 138.09 YCG= .00 ZCG= .00
WETURB WT=	 5611512.7 XCG= 67.62 YCG= .DG ZCG= .U2
















ASTGST WT= 41646.5 XCG= 218.16 YCG=
ASKIRT wT= 22581.0 XCG= 358.17 YCG= .nC
AVERT wT= 4189.3 XCG= 365.64 YCG= .OU
---AkiaP' L=__..-3.84.4_^L- XCG= _. 1_-21« ate--- .I CG= «0
AItJFUT wT= 41178.5 XCG= 309.49 YCG= .Cu
AINOXT WT= 59393.0 XCG= 277.45 YCG= .DG
ATHRST wT= 95205.1 XCG= 337.YO YCG= .Ou
--AN0-S7 ;aT=___1-4.4.39_.-2-_.X-C-.	 ._222_._34_. _YCG.=-- .0C -
A5ECST wT= 4116.7 XCG= 298.46 YCG= .0U
ATPS wT= 3713.9 XCG= 29G.4b YCG= .OG
ALRO wT= 41607.2 XCG= 317.54 YCG= .DU
----AENG--- - . C =---353-4V- YLG=_ .0:1












AFEED WT= 19516.1 XCG= 258.90 YCG= .00 ZCG= .UO
APRSYS WT= 18560.3 XCG= 281.68 YCG= .IC -CG= .UO
_._AliEA_LK___w.L= ^66!t.9._^XCGr_,33.Z.?-0 __._.YCG=-_ 00.,- _ZCG_.___ ..UO
ASTAB WT= 63369.2 XCG= 353.49 YCG= •00 ZCG= .00
AACS WT= 10417.3 XCG= 283.18 YCG= .00 ZCG= .60AACSTK WT= 791.7 XCG= 221.b8 YCG= .00 ZC6= .00
---XXEP.O °.5ZI3 -3--__XCG=-...F1-7_.54-----YCG=	 _ __	 .D. G.. _ i Cc; =,-	 _ .1;a	 ._----__..ASEP wT= 1552.4 XCG= 317.54 YCG= .Ou ZCG= .00
AAVION WT= 4693.2 XCG= 221.6P YCG= .DU ZCG= .UOAPOWER WT= 2854.6 XCG= 317.54 YCG= .0C ZCG= .00
-A-H.YCAD____'r.T=_ - --4-9-9 11.7.54.. YCG= _ .-O D.	 _ 'ZCG= .00	 _	 _-
ACONT wT= 163029.1 '(CG= 325.71 YCG= .OU ZCG= .00DRYBOS wT= 978174.4 XCG= 325.71 YCG= •Ou ZCG= .25
Stage 1 Wet C.G.:
AOTK WT= 85694620 XCG= 277.45 YCG= Co. ZCG= .00
AFTK wT= 3201965..6 XCG= 309,49 YCG= .DU ZCG= GO
AAXACS wT= 4657.2 XCG= z21.b6 YC7= ,Ou .CG= .UO
--A-EGT-RP._.. w.T - -1-60-.-9-.-.-- -X.CG= ._35.3.-49 YCG=. X00 . 2CG.= .00
AGASPR WT= 2900.8 XCG= 317.54 YCG= .Ou ZCG= .CO






ORBITER-DRY/PAYLO 56.29 .OL .06
ORBITER-WET/PAYLO 67.62 Ou .02
BOOSTER-ORY 325.71 .00 .25
--	 - --- .--B.QQS.T ER--W E_T-- --_------- _._- .. -_ . 	 . __ 2E9 ..18 .O J- . L12
CG	 AT LAUNCH 221.49 .CL .02
CG	 AT	 STAGING 105.93 -nu .06
-----------------------------------------------------------------------
--	 THR-UST-V-LGTQ.R_AtLGLE_= _LA-UN.CH_-LOE.G-1 .ul
THRUST	 VECTOR	 ANGLE	 -	 STAGING	 (DEG) .03








EVENT 1 EVENT 2
START BURN WEIGHT 18367853. 5611512.
END BURP{ WEIGHT 6675164. 1673994.
TOTAL THRUST 23878144. 6094942.
BURN TIME 147.86 300.93
PROPELLANT BURNED 11692689. 3937518.
STAGED WEIGHT 1063652. 622076.
PAYLOAD 561 151. 1051919.
ALTITUDE 157466. 307420.
RELATIVE GAMMR. DEG 14.294 .159
RELATIVE VELOCITY 7350.2 24606.8
MASS FRACTION .9166 .8635
MAXIMUM D`rNAMIC PRESSURE 	 845.2




EVENT 1 - LIFTOFF TO STAGING
EVENT 2 - STAGING TO INJECTION
Stage 1 Ballistic Reentry Data
MAXIMUM HEAT RATE. FTU/SQ FT/SEC	 12.4'
TIME OF MAX HEAT RATE 	 297.0
MAXIMUM D`rNAMIC PRESSURE	 474.92
TIME MAX Q	 307.0
RANG0 NM	 224.6
TOTAL HEAT, BTU/SO FT 	 1051.70
15















































































^F_.IRSLLLNILCOST _BREa1K .Q0.NtL-_._._._........___WEIGHT F - t,	 _ DDTCE _..
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - lL 	 l	 SMILLION $MILLION
STAGE
	
1	 - HEAT	 SINK	 ROOSTER
AERODYNAMIC	 SURFACES 74496. 26. 4C4.
--ST-RU.C-T11RE
	
__--	 -------_ .. 5.57124.. - 73..	 _ -.	 594.-- ---
THERMAL PROTECTION 3714. 2. 36.
LAUNCH AND RECOVERY 41607. 8. 29.
PROPULSION 320568. 69. 7C2.
ApTFnuArTUN
	 AND-G014_LR.O.1 _236._-_-
AVIONICS 7943. 37. 688.
POWER	 SYSTEMS 7851. 12. 55.
DESIO14	 RESERVE 163029. 38. 408.
r NSIAL,_ASSEM_,	 L GHtCK-OU_L___ . ----.-- - -	 -	 _ _-	 _	 _	 __._ 46. _- _	 ____	 69.____
MAJOR	 GROUND	 TEST 0. 46.
STAGE	 1	 HARDWARE 1258051. 337. 3267.
SYSTEM ENGR AND	 INTEG 0. 163.
- L'RO.J.E.C_LMA . NAGEM E,I.T----------------- .- .---_ _-	 _ . (1.	 _ . _	 129 ^_ _...
STAGE	 1	 FIRST-UNIT	 COST 1258051. 337. 3559.
STAGE	 2	 - HIGH	 L/D	 REENTRY	 VEHICLE




_----	 -... _	 _---__59560..
LAUNCH	 AND	 RECOVERY 19402.
PROPULSION 120421.






INSTAL, ASSEEM,	 L CHECK-OUT
M_A J_O.R-GR_O.U.N D T ES T____- ----- -_- -- --
STAGE	 2	 HARDWARE 731711.
SYSTEM	 ENGR	 AND	 IMTEG
PROJECT	 MANAGEMENT
-S_LAG r  2 E.LitSL-LLN.2L_COtT _73L711.- .
7072.-_ILEHLCLE_ELRSL-U.rLL GOSL--	 ___.. __1989762. .. ..._ -585.
----_RLPO-WARE.-COSLSUMriARY_----------_
TOTAL HARu44RE COST
STAGE 1 PROGRAM HARDWARE COST
LEARNING FACTOR


















ROGRAM SYSTEM ENGR E INTEL
ROGRAM SYSTEM SUPPORT


















E-SALA.R'L.E-5___r	 --._. _	 _ 38833-9.	 ___ .._-140..---_ -.	 42G0.-__.
VEHICLE	 MAINTENANCE 584543. 210. 6313.
FLIGHT PROPELLANTS 2262516. 822. 24651.
PROPELLANT	 STORAGE	 LOSS 1217305. 438. 13147.
-M "I-S-C-EL-L-AN_E-O-U-S-E-X.P..EN0A8LES-_ _ 40000, . 14.r_. 432.-__..
FACILITIES	 MAINTENANCE 11111. 4. 120.
GSE	 MAINTENANCE 416b7. 15. 4511
MISC	 EQUIP	 MAINTENANCE 306. 0. 3
-	 GRE .^IR-A LN L 1 G--_	 . _ _,^- ---- _ _.	 _	 D. __	 0... _	 0,
TRANSPORTATION 1616808. 582. 17462.
CONTRACTGR	 FEE 165494. b7. 2003.





_ _ L- COST__. kLL E -2AYL _._ImILLJ. 0N._-
TOTAL COST 100.0 9.1 98577.2
HARDWARE	 COST 17.5 1.6 17266.9
UDTEE
	
COST 8.8 .0 8722.6
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0. 4.0. 4.0 . 3.
0. 3.0..	 . 3..







Ascent Performance Data Listings	 ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
TIME	 dEIGHT	 THRUST LC FAC	 LIFT	 CRAG pYN P HEAT	 HT RT
	
.0 13367853. 23378144,	 1.30
	
0.	 0.	 .0	 0.	 0.
	
4.0 18051542. 23885971,	 1.32	 0.	 279.	 1.9	 0.	 0.
	
6.0 17893386. 23896002.	 1.34
	
31.	 643.	 4.3	 0.	 00
	
10.0 17577075. 23926957.	 1.36
	
696.	 1874.	 12.9	 0.	 0.
E-ND---T-LL-T _
16.0 17102608. 24011843. 1.40 1354. 5090. 36.1 0. 0.
20.0 16786297. 24090103. 1.43 8. 8293. 59,7 0. 06
30.0 15995519. 24365356. 1.52 6. 23527. 150.5 0. 0.
-.-4.0-.0_1S20.9_Z4.L.._2_4Z4.111-6.9...-_L.. 6-Z_._.__._Z5..._.5.1991. -2LL.5. --_ --._ 0_.__.._.._0.._-
50.0 14413962. 25177239. 1.74 161. 112617, 465.8 0. 0,
60,0 13623184. 25623159„ 1.84 415. 499932. 653.8 0. 1,
70.0 12832406. 26722734. 1.99 773. 476064. BC5,1 0. 1.
0	 MAXIMUM
76.7 12301059, 26243035. 2.10 996. 408049. 845.2 D. 2.
80.0 12041628. 26332543, ^.16 1079. 358210. 834.4 0. 20
-R9-.n 113-9.9.28-.-?65.1.396.2.- 	 _- ..32	 _._1156... 279502. 69.7.7.	 _ .0.._.. 3..._
98.0 10616227. 26615331. 2.49 1096. 194457. 522.3 0. 4.
107.0 9906527. 26668909, 2.68 975. 127236. 380.1 0. S.
116.0 9194827. 26696749. 2.89 924. 82061. 268.4 0. 6.3«1.4_______.66.2.- 56654.. 16-5.3 0.. 8....
134.0 7771426. 26718210. 3.43 518. 38941. 127.4 0. 9.
143.0 7059726. 26721932. 3.78 403. 27C86. 88.6 C. 10.
-7-HR.0.7-T-LE---&ND-
147.9 6675168. 26723144. 4.00 353. 22473. 73.5 0. 11.
147.9 6675164. 26723131. 4.00 353. 22473. 73.5 C. 11.
T H RU S-7-1r V-EN-T 	__ ---  --- ---- 	 _
147.9	 Sb115I2.	 6094942.	 1.03	 206.	 13137.	 73.5
BEGIN MIN -H
-1-4.7-er9
- 206- --13-137.. _	 73-5
152.0 5b573b5. 6097389. 1.10 0. Q. .0
162.0 5426540. 6097380. 1.12 0. 0. .0
172.0 5295695. 6097380. 1.15 0. 0. .0
192.0 5034005. 6097380. 1.21 C. 0. .0
202.0 4903160. 6097380. 1.24 0. .0
212.0 4772314. 6097380. 1.28 0. C. .0
.-7_2 Z-CL-_ 4 f^4.14-69_._6.2.9-7-1"-o-- -- 1	 3.1------ -- Q. _. 0... .0
232.0 4510624. 6097380. 1.35 0. 0. .0
242.0 4379779. 6097380. 1.39 0. 0. .0
252.0 4246934. 6097380. 1.44 0. 0. .00o- ---_.C__
272.0 3937244. 6097380. 1.53 0. 0. .0
262.0 3556399. 6J97380. 1.53 0. C. .0
292.0 3725554. 6;797380. 1.64 0. 0. .0
-3:12-.0--3-5-9.4_7-0-9-. -6179-7-3913-____L^70 -.	 _	 _._-. _ _ Co-. ..	 0.. o-Q
312.0 3463864. 6097360. 1.76 "1. Q. .0
322.0 3333019. 6-397380. 1.83 0. 0. .0
332.0 3202174. 6097380. 1.90 0. 0. .0







352.0 2940484. 6197380. 2.07-' 5. 0. .0 0. 4.
362.0 2dO9639. 609738 13. 2.17 D. 0. .r p 4,
372.0 2073793. 6097380. 2.28 no C. .0 3. 5.





6097380. 2.67 0. .0 0. 6.0.
412,0 2155413. 6097387, 2063 0. 0. 10.
_422 .0^2.U.2.4S.68._-603.73.80.... _3.U1-..	 ._ __	 0.. _ 0. .7 0. 11.432.0 1693723. 6097387. 3.22 0. U. .r 13.
442.0 1762878. 6097380• 3.46 C. 0. .0 0. 13,
LNJEC.'LI.ON.-_
448.8 1673994. 6097380. 3.64 0. 0. .0 0• 13.
TIME REL	 VEL	 RL	 FPA ALT RANGE REL	 A: oC	 L	 T L0PIC TRAM
.0 .0 .J9 -1. 2.5075.65 -5.26 -60.56 2.
4.0 4C.3 89.96 79. 2.-155,49 -5,26 -bC.56 2.
_-
6.0 61.6 89.96 180. 2.-145686 -5.26 -80.56 2.
13.0 106.7 89.72 516. 2. 97.28 -5.26 -61, .50 2.
116.0 119.6 88.54 1374. 2. 91.39 -5.26 -80.Sb 2.
Z0.0 235.1 87.32 2204. Z. 90.75 -5.26 -60.56 2.
30.0 39.5 32.44 5293. 2. 90.25 -5.26 -00.56 2.
-4.0..0-581-.2----7.,34-1-OG2-3-.-----2.--- -90..11-. -5.26 6C..56.- 3.
50.0 616.5 66.95 16592. 2. 90.CS -5.26 -bC.56
-
4.
60.0 1110.2 55.24 25086. 3. 90.02 -5.26 -o ,^.54 9.
70.0 1467.9 49.93 35434. 3. 90.00 -5.25 -60.5i. 17.
Q	 MAXIMUM
76,7 1751.9 44.81 43361. 4. 39.99 -5.26 -60.50 25.
80.0 1904.2 42.47 47496. 5. 89.98 -5.26 -oO.49 S0.
-8-9^.0-2-3 6 a.b_--3r,-..AO--5-9b 5-1 . ---	 7.- . 39.97
 -5. 2 6 - o C. 4 5 45.
93.0 2903.2 31.33 72854. 10. 89.96 -5.26 -oO.4C b4.
107.0 3510.5 27.19 86919. 14. 89.94 -5.26 -60.33 67.
116.0 4194.5 23.48 101670. 19. 89.93 -5.26 -bC.24 116.
26..- 89+91 - -5.26 -00.14 149..
134.0 5819.1 17.64 132653. 33. 89.89 -5.26 -80.01 109.
143.0 6781.1 15.37 148682. 42. 89.87 -5.26 -79.86 237.
---T4i R-Q-T-T-L E-bN D
--- --- -- -
_
147.9 7350.2 14.2 q 157466. 47. 89.86 -5.26 -79.77 26.6.
147.9 7350.2 14.29 157466. 47. 89.86 -5.26 -79.77 206.
--_T-ri p VS-T--EVEN-T-- - _---- .-. --	 _..
147.9 7350.2 14.29 157466. 47. 89.86 -5.26 -79.77 206.
BEGIN MIN-H
--_1.4.7.9-_--7-350,-2- --1-4-.29-- 15746.6..------47.- 8.9.-F,6 -5.26 -79.77 266.
152.0 7460.2 13.68 164869. 52. 89.85 -5.26 -79.69 275.
162.0 7736.7 12.27 181909. 64. 69.F2 -5.26 -79.45 297.
172.0 802b.2 17.96 197762. 77. 89.79 -5.26 -79.26 319.182.Q--033.4.2--9.L5_2.1.245 -2-•---9.6.. 89.77 -5.26 -79.06 342.
192.0 8650.5 8.63 226006. 104. 89.74 -5.26 -78.83 3b5.
202.0 6993.4 7.60 238449. 118. 37.71 -5.25 -78.59 39";.
24
TIME REL	 VEL	 RL FPA ALT RANGE .REL	 AZ GC LAT L0)' TRANGE
212.0 9347.7 6.55 249809. 133. 89.68 -5.26 -78.35 415.
_22Z«0__47(3..6 _.5..7.8_2601(8.. - .14H._.83.65._ -5	 6. -78..39 144-2.
232.0 10097.6 4.99 269398. 164. 89.62 -5625 -77.62 469.
242.0 10498.1 4.26 277687. 181. 89,58 -5.25 -77.54 497,
252.0 10915.5 3.60 285016, 193. 89.55 -5.25 -77.25 527.
-26`.lL 1-L35
	 .5_._ ^.«D.1^L4_L1..14-. -_^La^-89.52 -5.25 ..-Z6.95 .-5.58..	 -
272.0 11603.7 2.47 296933. 235. 89.46 -5.25 -76.64 590.
282.0 12270.1 1.99 301596. 254. 89.45 -5.24 -76.31 634.
292.0 12768.5 1.55 305451. 274. 89.41 -5.24 -75.97 659.
312.0-1-32-81-.9_- 1-.1I- 3385-i9..^. 295«.- ._8.9...37.__.- 5.24_.- .1.5.-6.2_ -_ 647 
312.0 13817.7 .8.4 310911. 317. 39.33 -5.23 -75.25 737.
322.0 14377.1 .55 312615. 340. 89.29 -5.23 -74.P,7 7bO,
332.0 14961.8 .31 313708. 364. 89.25 -5.22 -74.47 626.
-3!12-.0-155.73. 5 .LL3L4210,	 lS_9_,_S_9.20
	 -5.12_=_74_._O.b_- 8]5.-_--__._
352.0 16214.2 -.06 314299. 414. 89.16 -5.21 -73.63 930.
362.0 16886.3 -.19 313932. 441. 69.11 -5.29 -73.18 991.
372.0 1759<-,5 -.22 313226. 469. 89.07 -5.20 -72.72 1Ob0.
-3$2 . 0-_1-d 3 iS. i - .•3.3 7^ «02_ -5.19 - 7 2.-23. L14 0 ..	 -.
392.0 1912(;.1 -.35 311139. 528. 88.97 -5.1A -71.7 2 1235.
402,0 19949.3 -.34 309955. 560. 88.91 -5.17 -71.19 1355.
412.0 2082b.6 -.29 308826. 593. 88.90 -5.16 -70.64 1514.
--4"2 0-21763..9.___ 7.11-30388.1,-_._827,---- 6.8.80._ -5.15
-70«C'.b- (755..	 _	 ___--
432.0 22762.5 -.1.^. 307263. 664. 66.74 -5.13 -09.46 22..8.
442.0 23833.1 .04 307135. 701. 83.68 -5.12 -bS.83 22(S.
1NJEC.TIO;L
448.8 24606.8 .16 307420. 728. 88.64
-5.11 -o8.36 2208.
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
or Pcolt Qul,,- PLY
TIME	 MACH ALPHA BANK
	 VELI	 FPAI
	 AZI
.0	 .GCO .00-912.00 1519.4 .00 90.00
4.0 .035 .00-90.00 1520.0 1.32 90.00
6.0 .054 .03	 1.66 1520.7 2.32 9('.00
10.0 .094 .20
	




16.0 .160 .14	 .24 1534.8 6.76 90.00
20.0 .208 .10	 90.00 1548.5 8.72 90.01
30.0 349 .00	 90.00 1618.2 13.34 90,01
1759.3__ 16.64 9.0.01
50.0 .759 .00-90.0 1989.3 22.25 90.01
60.0 1.066 .JO•-9[.012 2307.6 24.15 9	 ,C1
70.0 1.461
.•30-90.00 2717.6 24.40 90.00
25
0	 MAXIMUM
??6.7 1.830 .JO-90.00 3028.5 24.06 $9.99
50.0 2.015 .00-90.00 3197.4 23.71 89.99
- --«0.0-=9.G«GO-- 3705.0 22.41 89.98.-
96.0 3.0C4 .pp1-90.00 4277.8 25.79 89.97
107.0 3.564 .U1-90.00 5917.3 19.04 39.96
11u.O 4.178 .01-93.00 5627.9 17.26 89.95
-1 1-_9.0-«00- 6-4.15 4_._1.5.58. 89.93.-____
134.0 5.525 .01-90.00 7291.0 14.00 99.91
143.0 6.305 .01-90.00 8266.6 12.56 39.90
TwHRO-T- -L-E-6N^u
147.9 6.766 .01-90.00 6841.7 11.84 89.83
147.9 6.766 .01-90.00 8841.7 11.84 89.88
_LHRU-S-T E-W P T _.	 _  .--
--
147.9 6.786 .01•-90.00 8841.7 11.84 89.83
BEGIN MIN-H
_.1-4..7-.9.6 4.Q..0.0-8841..-7_ 1.1.-.-8.4_. .	 .9..888
162.0
p7p 86,15.2.8
15.81 -90.00 9261].1 10.2`.+.U^O 89.85
172.0 .00O 16.04-90.00 9538.5 9.21 39.83
18 «01;0-Lfi.9.4«011,4 ESD ._2 -_-? . 24. _ 39 .8Q
192.0 .000 16.30-90.00 10177.5 7.34 89.78
202.0 .000 16.32-90.00 10518.6 6.49 89.75
212.0 .000 16.29-90.00 1OE74.3 5.7'2 89,72
--Z2.2.«O-.--- «QUO-l-brl_9_. 9.Q^Q0-.1.1-245->2- .4..9.9 89 .70
232.0 .000 16.03-90.00 11631.6 4.33 89.67
242.0 .000 15.82-90.00 12034.0 3.72 29.64
252.0 .00O 15.56-90.00 12453.0 3.16 89.61
- 62.D--.QQ0-15.2-5-40 0.0- _12889.2-- 2.65_ 89«57
272.0 .00O 14.89-90.00 13343.5 2.16 89.54
292.0 .000 14.49-90.00 13816.6 1.78 89.51
292.0
-3 Qv.O- .060	 14.	 5-90.00-. i.00 -1 i«50=9 0 «0J-1-14309.64.82 3..5-- 1.39--- I.-Os 89.478-9.4 4 -
312.0 .000 13.04-90.00 15359.6 .7b 89.40
322.0 .000 12.49-90.0!1 15919.2 .5u 89.36
332.0 .000 11.90-90.00 16504.0 .28 89.32
- 34 z 0-	 -n n n .10. &9,Z8_ .- -
352.0 .000 10.64-90.00 17756.5 -.0b 39.23
362.0 .00O 9.97-90.00 18428.5
-.17 89.19
372.0 .0^O 9.27-90.00 19134.7 -.25 89.14Q--«Q00	 Q -	G 
_9.0 «Q,7-L9.6 ZIL^Q----'. 30 -. 89.0.9
392.0 .000 7.82-90.00 20662.1 -.32 89.04
402.0 .000 7.06-90.00 21491.2 -.31 88.99
412.0 .000 6.30-90.00 22370.4 -.27 88.94
-422...0 --.tlCQ-S.S.1-_9.0«011-22Z Z. .....-..2J- 3$.28-
432.0 .01.0 4.72-9C.00 24304.2
-,09 88.82
442.0 .000 3.92-90.00 25374.8 .,74 88.76









Lifting Reentry Performance Data ListiO
RGINAL PAGL IS
OF POOR QT TLPJT 
THRUST 1.7 hAC	 LIFT	 DRAG DYN P	 HEAT HT RT
147.9	 1063652.
	 0.	 1.47	 0. 15648 .16.	 73.6
	
0.	 11.
-D.. .. 6113$7.	 3.9..Z	 83..-	 7. _ ___.....
0 TRIGGER1 6	 .4	 1063652.
__I
I1. .56 0. 593217. 27.9 116. 6.Q.
__-«2-3-- ._...b1245«-_23L787^ ..Z Z.2_.. _1.44..176.0
	 1063652. 0. .15 41878. 158491. 15.2 185. 4.185.0	 1Ob3652. 0. .11 31175. 117984. 11." 220. 4.194.0	 1063652. 0. .09 25329. 95662. 9.2 249. 3.2.133«(0-10 6 36 52.. 22519._ 85265. .	
_a .? _- _ 27-8
212.0	 1063652. 0. .08 21976. 83171. 8.0 302.221.0	 1063652. 0. .09 23499. 88934. A.5 328. 3.230.0	 1063652. 0. 10 27466. 103948. 4.9 355. 3.519 ..0_1 1626.52. D.. .13__ 349.10..-
__1321.22.._ -12.6_---385.	 -_ _4•-_----_248.0
	 1 U
 b365 0. .18 47919. 161356. 17.3 419. 4.257. 	 106365% 0, .,b 70414. 266756. 25.5 461. 5.266.0	 1063652. 0. .41 110244. 4 17233. 39.9 511. 6.2Z r, 0_0163652..-_ --_^6.818.5B7CL,
_.703825.	 ._87._3._ 574	 _ _	 8 ._____
2	 4.0	 1063652. 0. 1.24 336917. 1275101. 121.9 654. 10.293.0	 1063652. 0. 2.24 607323. 2298483. 219.8 752. 12.302.0
	
10.63652 • 0. 3.51 954421. 3612116. 345.4 857. 11.
1 Clh3.6.52.________0._- _4._!_8__L136564. 4301459. 41L.3	 ..._ 941.. 7..320.0	 1063652.
329.13
0. 3.71 10073u0. 3812471, Tu 4 . fi o	 J.
2,1063652. 0. 2.79 7588u9. 2872029. X74,6 1013.
338.0	 1063652. 0. 2.03 552118. 2^69593. 199.8 1^22. I.
___ _	 3.4_7.. (L- 1-Q63h52«_ CL.^LS5_._A205Z3. 1591706.. 152.2 . 1027. 00356.0
	 1063652. 0. 1.2S 349100. 1321211. 126.3 1029. 0.365.0
	 1063652. 0. 1,16 316015. 1195996. 114.4 1031. 0.374.0
	 1063652. 0. 1.12 302978. 1146653. 109.7 1032. J.
-	 tFZ «0-0063652
-__17..-_1 174. ILI!.6__10.32. -._0«____-392.0	 1063652. U. 1.10 2Q9922. 1135089. 105.5 1C33. 0.401.0	 1063652. C. 1.10 298852. 1131040. 10P.2 1034. 0.410.0	 1063652. 0. 1.09 297268. 1125245. 107.6 1034. 0.4-L2.«0_10h.3642- C..	 1 _ L9-_-2.Q5.12.1"1_._. Li169.1-4-.._.1116.8 - _
_10.34.. _ .._0	 _----428.0
	 1Q63652 0. 1.08 2928i'4. 1108415. 106.0 1035. 0.437.0
	 1063652. 0, 1.07 2907u6. 1100436. 105.2 1035. 0.446.0




TIME REL VEL RL FPA
1.05 20'5923. 1082107. 103.5	 1035.	 0.
ALT RANGE
	 °EL AI	 GC	 LAT LONG	 TRANGE
	
147.9	 735C.2	 14,29 1 57423, 5400.	 89.86
-17-24 5-1 .- 5-4.0 Q . __ 8.9 - P 44
Q TRIGGEn
	162.4	 6825.5	 11.06 179924. X400.
	
39.82
----1 b-7-.-0-6-7-5=1-^I- 17•.-0 4-18 ! -i 7-01.- G^+ GO. ^ - 8 9 .-E 1
	
176.0	 6662.5	 8.JO 195177. 5400.	 89.79
	
185.0	 6591.1	 5.89 202396. 5400.	 89.76
	
194.0	 6531.6	 3.73 207353. 5400. 	 69.74
- 
-2kl }. v -b^ J 1-.1-1-.-5 3-21-110 4 } 54 0 0 . - 89.72
	
212.0	 6476.2	 -.68 210485. 5400.	 89.70
	
221.0	 6461.6	 -2.90 208668. 5400.	 39.68
	
230.0	 6456.6	 -5.11 2046CS. 5407.	 89.65















6453.5	 -9.46 189850. 5400. 	 89.61	 -5.26 2b1.95 4611.
257.0	 6445.7 -11.57 179247. 5400.	 89.59	 -5.25 232.11 4651.
266.0	 b41L.5 -13.60 166624. 5400. 	 99.57	 -5.25 262.2b -.642.
	
----Z-7S«0--6346..1 -1.5..µ-9.1.521.63 S.i7,O.- . 89.54	 5.25 Zo2 «4 I_.4613,
284.0	 6159.4 -17.14 135329. 5400. 	 69.52	 -5.25 222.56 46c4.
293.0	 5771.2 -18.32 119878. 5400.	 89.50	 -5.25 2a2.7U 4616.
302.0	 5056.7 -18.72 10 6+259. 5400.	 99.48	 -5.25 262.83 460,.
.-Sa+OQ« 89«47 -5.25-262.94. 46u2.
320.0	 3607.1 -17.72	 81426. 5400.	 89.45	 -5.25 263.02 4597.
329.0	 2164.4 -18.35	 74318. 5 0800.	 89.44	 -5.25 203.06 4553.
338.0	 1611.3 -21.14	 68b83. 5400.	 89.42	 -5.25 283.12 4591.
	
--•-347-.-0--1-2-31-.1-=26-.47--6-36.°,•7-.-5400-.-_-8.9 « 4 1	 -5«25 243 «Ib 45-b9.
356.0	 982.6 -33.95	 58711. 5+100.	 89.39	 -5.25 263.16 456+?.
365.0	 81h.9 -42.53 53749. 5400.	 3 9 .38	 -5.24 283.20 4567.374.0	 710.7 -50.91	 4768. 5400.	 69.36 -5.24 263.21 45b6.
----393.-0---631.6--58«lYi---4385 4 5-400,___8.9,34 -.	 5.. 2 4 ._2 o3«22 4585. --
392.0	 57G.7 -63.45	 39105. 5400.	 89.32	 -5.24 2o3.23 4565.401.0	 529.9 -67.28	 54582. 540C.	 69.29	 -5.24 263.23 4564.
410.0	 49Q.9 -69.85	 30309. 5400.	 89.26	 -5.24 263.24 4564.4-1-9-.0----k57«6=7-1-.i0-262$4-«-5.4Q0•« 69..22._-5«24--263«24-4564.
428.0	 426.8 -72.55 22493. 5400. 	 89.18	 -5.24 '83.24 4564.
437.0	 403.L- -73.20	 18915. 5400.	 89.13	 -5.24 203.25 4564.
44600	 381.4 -73.61	 15532. 5400.	 89.08	 -5.24 203.25 4503.
	
_ _..µ.SS.«0 - 361..6=73-.89 -1-2323- _5.400_.._..89.05	 5.24 .2o3...25 4553..
MIN. ALT.461.8	 346.0 -74.03	 10000. 5400.	 SP.98	 -5.24 283.75 4563.
---- _ ___ _.- --
TI_ME
_ _-	





147.9	 6.707 EC.00	 .Orj	 0841.7	 11.44	 89.88
---1-5.7 «C-- 	 OU---3475.3. 10«C5 89.87
0 TRIGGER
162.4	 6.422 50.00	 .00	 8334.8	 9.74	 89.85
«G0---827 9	 .6.19 -89.85
176.0	 6.425	 .GO	 .00	 3134.0	 6.51	 39.63
185.0	 6.441	 .OQ	 .00	 8118.7	 4.72	 39.81194.0
	
6.452
	 .00	 .00	 6070.4	 3.02 89.79
2-03. iL-6 «ti k'?---«U.Q _. 00-- 803;..4 _ 1.24 89.77
212.0 6.430
	
.00	 .00 801C.9	 -.55 89.76
221.0	 6.392	 .00	 .DO	 7994.9 -2.34	 39.74230.0
	
6.356	 .00	 .00	 7985.0	 -4.13	 89.72
2 -19 0-6_..2.E.p	 O A._0.11- 79-78--3----S .  9 ". 89.7U
246.0	 6.166	 .00	 •00	 7470.1	 -7.65	 89.69




.00	 .00	 7634.1 -13.75	 89.62
293.0	 5.590	 .30	 .GO	 7237.9 -14.51	 89.613C2.0	 5.017	 .00	 .OG	 6521.4 -14.41	 89.61
1	 0-__.._.CC-__-_5513..6 -1.3.29 	 89.62
320.0	 3.073	 .cc	 .00	 4484.2 -11.7&	 69.64329.0	 2.255	 .00	 .Q1)	 3663.3 -10.92	 89.67338.0	 1.660	 .D0	 .QC	 3082.6 -10.87	 89.71
-_---347-..0,1«c'fi5. -gyp-C- «QC_ 26°_2..9. -11. °-C 89.75
356.0	 1.043	 .00	 .DC	 2402.3 -13.20	 69.79365.0	 .874	 .00	 .00	 2197.7 -14.59	 89.82
374.0	 .754	 .00	 .CC 2046.8 -15.63	 69.85
«00- .__,_QD _ 1935 uL_ -16._15. 89.88
392.0	 592	 :CO
	
.00	 1P53.2 -lb.lb	 89.90
401.0	 .5-2	 .p0
	
.UC	 1794.5 -15.91	 89.92
410.0	 .463	 .00
	
.CQ	 1752.4 -15.25	 89.93
_._-..4 1-9-.0 - .4_42 _.G D-- •A Q----LZ 22. L. - L4 . 5.9 89.9'
428.0	 .4C7	 .00	 .00	 1699.7 -13.93	 89.94
437.0	 .377	 .00	 .CO
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W! ACTUAL PREDICTED .DELTA
k,'= GLOW 18367853.0 18357353.5 -.7
3 PAYLOAD 1051918.8 1051923.0 -4.2
STAGE 1
u STAGE WEIGHT 12756341. 12756341. -0.
PROPELLANT 11692689. 11692689. -0.
i INERT WEIGHT 101_;3652. 106:3652. 0.a
.JETTISON WEIGHT 106:3552. 106:3652. -0.
BURN TIME 148. 14:3. 15.
IDEAL VELOCITY 10690. 10691. -1.
MASS FRACTION .'31662 .911:62 1:i00lq
STAGE 2
STAGE WEIGHT 4553594. 4559591). 4. 
PROPELLANT 3937518. 3937514. 4.
INERT WEIGHT 622076. 622076.
JETTISON WEIGHT 622076. 622076. -0.
BURN TIME 301. 301. 0.
IDEAL VELOCITY 13136. 181:35. 0.
MASS FRACTION .86357 .16:357 .00001)
3TAGE 1 :SLING DATA
AVERAGE SP.	 IMP. :28.25
LIFT-OFF T/W 1.31-:13
MAXIMUM n 1345.2




REL VELOCITY !FP`, 7351.1.2
REL F.P.	 ANGLE	 (DEG) 14.29
ALTITUDE	 (FT) 1574711.
TIME	 (SEC) 147.86
ATT AFTER, STG	 (DEG) 1.12
BALISTIC REENTRY DATA
MAXIMUM HEAT PATE	 12.4:3
TIME	 297.1
MAI>;IMIJM DYNAMIC PRESSURE	 474.92
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